TRAVEL
INSURANCE
PROTECTION BEYOND INSURANCE
FOR GOING BEYOND BORDERS

INSURED NOMADS

Why choose Insured Nomads?

Mark Twain said it best:
'Travel is fatal to prejudice,
bigotry, and narrowmindedness.'
Whether your reasons to travel include celebrating,
exploring, learning, having an adventure, challenging and
expanding your perspective, building and strengthening
relationships, escaping or relaxing, those are what we
want you to focus on.
Do I need travel insurance?
Buying travel insurance is not only the responsible thing to
do; it is also smart. Since:
Emergencies and other unexpected events like illness,
injury, and natural disasters may happen anywhere and
anytime, and
Medical expenses that could occur as you travel
outside of your home country are often not covered by
your primary medical insurance in your home country.
Why smart? As world travelers who are firm believers in
prevention, we have customized our plans to go beyond
providing great coverage. When you become a policy
holder, you also become an INC member and gain instant
access to benefits to help you stay well and safe even after
you get home.
What plan should I purchase?
We offer two options of plans. The first is designed to
cover you for the duration of a specific trip. The second,
our Annual Multi-trip Travel plan, is a great option if you
are going on multiple short trips for the next year, while
going home between travels.

FEATURES

OTHERS

INSURED
NOMADS

Worldwide coverage
Emergency medical
and natural disaster
evacuation
Emergency dental and
eye care
Lost checked luggage
Accidental death
Personal equipment
protection

High sum for overseas
medical expenses

very few

Personal liability

few

Marine activities
option

very few

Adventure sports
option

few

Telemedicine

few

Wellbeing and mental
health counseling
24/7 with multilingual options
Airport lounge access
through InstaPass℠
when registered
flights are delayed
Cybersecurity and
online privacy
protection
GPS-enabled
SOS/panic button
response

Real-time alerts
relevant to your
itinerary
Digital policy ID card
Advanced AI enabled
technology

Why should I trust you to be there if I need you?
Insured Nomads was created by world travelers
with the conviction global citizens deserved better
when it came to insurance coverage. This
commitment is strengthened by strong
partnerships and backed by HDI, Hannover Global
Specialty SE. HDI holds a financial strength rating*
of A+ by Standard & Poor's and A by A.M. Best.
*At the time of publishing (June2021). For more information on ratings, please visit: www. standardandpoors.com or www.ambest.com.

Schedule of benefits *

Continues on next page.
*This table is designed for illustrative purposes to provide a typical comparison between our travel insurance plans. Please refer to the master policies for full details
of benefits. In the event that a policy is inconsistent with the information described herein, the language of the policy will take precedence.
**URC charges: Usual, Reasonable and Customary charges

Schedule of benefits*(continued)

*This table is designed for illustrative purposes to provide a typical comparison between our travel insurance plans. Please refer to the master policies for full
details of benefits. In the event that a policy is inconsistent with the information described herein, the language of the policy will take precedence.

Insured Nomads is a proud sponsor of the 2021 Bank of America Chicago Marathon.

Insured Nomads Community

WHAT IS
INCLUDED
When you buy a travel insurance policy you also receive a twelve-month
INC membership. INC was tailored by health and security experts who
understand the risks and joys of living and working as global citizens, and
is empowered by artificial intelligence to make your life even better.
SAFETY & PROTECTION
24/7 global tracking and monitoring
Panic button for instant protection
Free evacuation from disasters
Immediate assistance from security experts
Filtered and direct intel in thousands of cities and over
200 countries and territories around the world
WELLBEING
Telemedicine
Mental health: Unlimited counseling with health
experts in multiple languages by phone and chat
CONNECTIVITY & CYBERSECURITY
Cybersecurity and privacy protection
Personal VPN and antivirus
Online password manager and identity monitoring
Device locator

LOUNGE ACCESS
Lounge access in 1300+ airports in over 600 cities and
148 countries when registered flights are delayed
(travel insurance) or anytime you are traveling
(international health insurance).

*Travel and medical assistance services are not
insurance benefits. Any travel or medical
assistance service provided is not a guarantee
of any insurance benefit.

Non-insured benefits* app:INC
by Insured Nomads, engineered
and managed by our own Juvo
Innovation Lab

CONTACT US
United States of America
Insured Nomads Corporation
120 19th St. North, Suite 401
Birmingham, Alabama, USA
+1 (205) 767-0507

INSURED NOMADS

Europe
Hohe Bleichen 8,
820354
Hamburg, Germany
+62 (855) 7467-0615

United Kingdom
63/66 Hatton Garden,
5th Floor, Suite 23, EC1 N 8LE
London, United Kingdom
+44 (0)20 3514-1337

Coverage may not be available in all jurisdictions.
Add the app: INC by Insured Nomads.

For more information about our plans visit:

www.insurednomads.com

Provided and administered by

Insured Nomads donates to Not For Sale to support the elimination of modern day slavery in regions of the world that are
vulnerable to exploitation and human trafficking. Through impact sourcing, we help communities to thrive and prevent their
vulnerability to trafficking in the first place. Find out more about this incredible organization and its worldwide impact at
www.notforsalecampaign.org.

